Dialogue Layered Glass

Playful interaction and dynamic privacy.

Dialogue takes on a personality of its own as layers of glass interact with one another, with light and with movement. Each of the line’s six ceramic frit patterns change form and move as light or a person’s vantage point changes. Patterns come to life, shapes are revealed and shadows dance as light and movement engage in a dialogue with the glass. Dialogue layered glass creates dynamic privacy that changes, just as the doorglass patterns do, with light and proximity.

Privacy Level Scale

Banter’s small-scale pattern of overlapping diagonal lines creates a woven design that zig-zags across layers of doorglass. From a distance, the fine “threads” give the appearance of fully frosted, textured glass that provide a low-medium privacy range.

Converse’s clear and frosted glass layers creates striking shadows and a high privacy range.

Repartee’s frosted layers and geometric grid combine for a design that plays with opacity and movement. Squares and trapezoids carry on a lively back-and-forth as light and vantage points change their appearance. Repartee offers a high privacy range.

Whisper introduces calligraphy to a front door. The scrolled patterns and play between frosted and clear layers create gentle, quiet movement and a high privacy range.

Visit odl.com for additional details.
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